
Diggy Diggy Hole 

 

In the valleys at night, where wonders were lost, silence’s knowledge is 

God’s heavenly cost. 

For years the secrets of amber and jade, what remains is what lies today: 

Suspended in light, evils unfold, encapsulated in deep dark cold. 

  



Pre Riddle Guide: 

1. Youngest Pharaoh of Egypt  
Answer: Tutankhamun 

2. The chronicles of the two godlings of Riordan’s fantasy.  
Answer: Kane 

3. Truth, Balance, Morality.  
Answer: Maat 

4. The torn out optic of sacrifice 
Answer: Wadjet 

5. The world below ours  
Answer: Duat 

6. Hellenic lord of our dead and a bull 
Answer: SERAPIS 

7. Son of Amun, our liberator 
Answer: Alexander 

8. Our river of life  
Answer: Nile 

 
 
 

Using various clues hinted by each location’s flavor text, one should arrive at the 

conclusion that they need to index the first letter of every seventh word: 

 

In the valleys at night, where wonders were lost, silence’s knowledge is God’s heavenly cost. 

For years the secrets of amber and jade, what remains is what lies today: 

Suspended in light, evils unfold, encapsulated in deep dark cold. 

 
 



The Nile’s Battle was hard fought, led by our true Queen Cleopatra and the Roman 
Man :  Caesar fought by Cleopatra’s side (caesar cipher?) 
 
Our mathematicians adopted Roman numerals, but of course they were not as well 
versed as their creators: the IIX made by the lines is a very bad 8, which is the 
number they should shift by 8 

 
 
Our cartographers recognized the sanctity of connection and lines. They would 
frequently plot them out on maps: connect places on a map 
 
The Suidae were our most prized possession. Only the nobles possessed suidae 
pens not for food, but for show: Suidae = pig, so pig pen should hint to pig pen 
cipher 
 
There is a certain order to things, hinted by their sequential relation in their 
language. Only then will the lines appear: works in tandem with map making.  
Each location has a certain symbol in different languages. Connect the places that 
have symbols of similar languages 



  
When you look at the bigger picture, perhaps it will elucidate your understanding: 
For god’s sake just look at a goddamn map 

 
 
Given the text with Me And Ollies, one should arrive at 
Bpmnqzabwnmdmzgamdmvbpewzl  for their translation, which after a shift of 8 makes 
Thefirstofeveryseventhword 
 
 
This gives WHALE 
 
 
After some trial and error, they should input WHALE into the secret compartment 
at the bottom (???????) 
 
This opens up the secret locations 
 
A Pharaoh's Kingship 
Answer: CROOK 
 
 



 
 
In Pig pen spells out Every Th Word 
 
References the need to use every sixth word of the flavorpoem 
 
 
The Fertility of Land 
Answer: FLAIL 
 
The old line must go and be replaced by its intermediates until it is whole again: 
Break the line between Lexi’s and St. Michaels (1 and 2) to replace them 
sequentially with (1, 1.33, 1.66, and 2) to make an S looking shape 



  


